
Crime, Lies and Liars 

Skyrocketing crime rates in "Democrat" controlled BLUE cities have been 
such an effective campaign issue for Republican candidates, certain 
"Democrat" propagandists have resorted to claiming that violent crime 
actually declined in 2021 under the Biden Administration!   

Both Joy Behar of "The View" and Jake Tapper of The Communist News 
Network (CNN) recently cited flawed statistics to make this claim.  They 
relied on misleading and incomplete data from the FBI's release of its 
most recent 2021 crime reports.  (No longer called the "UCRs.) 

 

 

Violent Crime Deniers 

 

The FBI was very tardy in releasing its report for 2021,  citing what it 
called "complicated bureaucratic methodological reasons."  What that 
really means is there was a dramatic decline in the number of local law 
enforcement agencies participating in the FBI's data collection by 
reporting their jurisdictions' crime incidents to the FBI.   



There's no mystery why participation declined in 2021:  for several years, 
violent crime rates have skyrocketed in BLUE cities run by blacks and 
other idiotic "Democrats," and both the FBI and those BLUE cities are 
desperate to hide this fact.  Also, reporting has  been made unnecessarily 
complex.  

In 2020, 85 percent of U.S. law enforcement agencies reported their 
crime data to the FBI, but only 63% participated in 2021.   Moreover, 
only 52% of America's 18,000 law enforcement agencies submitted 
complete data in 2021, the lowest participation rate since 1979.   

Two BLUE cities that failed to participate were Los Angeles and New York, 
both of which have experienced skyrocketing violent crime rates.  Not 
coincidentally, both have foolishly adopted insane criminal justice 
"reforms" such as cash-free bail, early release of felons, and the 
"decriminalization" of many traditional offenses.   

Any honest person -- a limitation clearly excluding Behar and Tapper -- 
would recognize that dramatic declines in participation by many local 
law enforcement agencies means very skewed and unreliable results in 
the FBI's final report. The FBI's incomplete data for 2021 makes 
comparisons with any other year extremely dubious, at best.   

Without the violent crime data from the NYPD, LAPD and many other law 
enforcement agencies, U.S. violent crime rates were dramatically 
undercounted in FBI statistics.  It's like claiming violent crime has 
declined after excluding offenses committed by the species Africanus 
criminalis.  
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